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 Parameters of the Possible . . .                   

 

President’s Message  
 

     It is my distinct pleasure to invite scholars, practi-

tioners, and students to the 88th Annual Conference of 

the Southwest Anthropological Association at the 

Hilton in the heart of downtown San José on April 28 

and 29, 2017.  
 

     As always, the SWAA Annual Conference will be a 

special opportunity for us to share our work and ideas 

across the four-fields, allied disciplines, multiple re-

search topics, and from around the globe. I also sincere-

ly hope many of you will take advantage of the many 

sights, sounds, tastes, and other attractions here in the 

heart of Silicon Valley. I plan on coordinating some 

added activities to introduce conference-goers to several 

sites of anthropological interest in San José. For this 

year’s conference, I have prepared a theme that I believe 

will draw our attention to critical aspects of our work 

and how we think through the special problems uncov-

ered through anthropological inquiry: Parameters of the 

Possible. 
 

     In the 21st century, we are compelled to confront the 

many ways in which people around the world cope with 

short-term exigencies and adapt to the enduring features 

of shifting ecologies and changing power relations. 

These include environmental crises of disaster, climate 

change, and resource extraction, as well as violent con-

flict, enduring legacies of colonialism, and post-colonial 

forms of political and economic domination. The opera-

tions of such forces in the past and present limit our pa-

rameters of possibility as people around the world en-

deavor to make good lives. Culture, it turns out, is not 

only implicated in living well, but also with suffering 

and how we cope with, adapt to, or change the uneven 

distributions of injustice, risk, vulnerability, and harm in 

the world. We must therefore also consider how the ma-

terial, embodied, and semiotic patterns of culture alter-

natively facilitate and constrain our sense of what is pos-

sible. From a biological perspective, how are we over-

coming moribund assertions of the biological and genet-

ic limits of others’ possibilities in the  past and  present?  

How  have our  theories  of  the ways  in  which  human 
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bodies have both marked and been marked by specific historical and relational contexts changed over time? In archaeol-

ogy, what have we learned from examining creative activities of cultural groups adapting to particular material con-

fines? And in linguistic research, how can we better understand and explore the confines of semantic constructs and the 

ways in which these parameters are imaginatively contested through improvisation, appropriation, and misrecognition 

in both verbal and nonverbal communication? If we take seriously the notion that we can look outside our own cultural 

milieus for examples of how to live that might enrich our own approaches to livelihoods, what have we learned by look-

ing outside our own behavioral and interpretive repertoires that might expand our sense of what is possible? 
 

     We therefore call on contributors to the 2017 Annual Conference to present papers that consider how it is that cul-

ture, politics, economy, and ecology both inhibit and facilitate our sense of possibility as we confront the challenges 

faced by people around the world in the 21st century. We welcome students, scholars, and practitioners from all anthro-

pological subfields and allied disciplines to contribute papers, posters, and films that consider the limits and possibilities 

of cultural practice, semiotics, materiality, embodiment, and relationality, including the ways in which everyday people 

resist and remake these possibilities. Abstracts for papers and posters will be accepted via submission on our new web-

site (https://swaa-anthro.org/) beginning January 1, 2017, until February 15. Stay tuned for more, as we will continue to 

make announcements and keep our membership updated on all of our plans for the Annual Conference in the coming 

months. I look forward to seeing you all in San José! 
 

A.J. Faas, Ph.D. 

President, Southwestern Anthropological Association (2016-2017) 

Assistant Professor of Anthropology 

San Jose State University 

                                               Faculty Position in Linguistic Anthropology 

     The Department of Anthropology at California State University, Sacramento invites candidates for a full-time, tenure

-track Assistant Professor position in Linguistic Anthropology to begin August 2017 (Fall). Thematic, regional, and lan-

guage specializations are open, but we seek candidates whose research addresses contemporary issues and modes of 

analysis in linguistic anthropology, including but not limited to perspectives on language and culture, theory in social- 

and ethno-linguistics, language ideology, the linguistic aspects of performance, representation, identity, discourse analy-

sis, and perspectives on the power-laden character of language. In addition, a successful candidate might have as re-

search interests the relations among language and such social institutions and human qualities as affect, gender, sexuali-

ty, race, religion, work institutions and workplace environments, and new technologies. The individual will support and 

contribute to the Culture, Language and Society and General concentrations and work with graduate students in our 

M.A. level program in Anthropology. 
 

     Candidates must have a Ph.D. in Anthropology with specialization in Linguistics Anthropology by August 2017. The 

successful candidate will have an active research agenda and potential for excellence in undergraduate and graduate 

teaching. S/he will be expected to teach current undergraduate lower-level, upper-division and graduate seminar in lin-

guistic anthropology. We are especially interested in candidates who can contribute to the diversity and excellence of 

the academic community through research, teaching, student advising, service to the institution and broader community, 

and demonstrate a capacity to prepare students for a career in Anthropology. 
 

     For complete requirements and information about the position and application process go to http://www.csus.edu/hr/

jobs/. Click on JOB OPPORTUNITIES and reference JOB #101720. 
 
 

NOTES:  Additional Salary Information: Salary is dependent upon qualifications and professional experience.  The following infor-

mation is provided by the employer in accordance with AAA policy. AAA is not responsible for verifying the accuracy of these 

statements. They are not part of the actual position description submitted for publication by the employer. 
 

 This employer does prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation/preference. 

 This employer does prohibit discrimination based on gender identity/expression. 

 This employer offers health insurance benefits to eligible same and opposite-sex domestic partners. 

 This employer does not appear on the AAUP list of censured institutions. 

    Member Items 

https://swaa-anthro.org/
http://www.csus.edu/hr/jobs/
http://www.csus.edu/hr/jobs/
https://www.facebook.com/Southwestern-Anthropological-Association-102183271453/ C:/Users/beerickson/Documents/AAAA HSS Curriculum Committee


 

   

When an Anthropologist Becomes an Ancestor 
Hilarie Kelly, University of La Verne 

 

     Robert B. Edgerton passed away in July 2016 at the age of 

84, after a career so productive that he was a legend in our dis-

cipline.   Many of our SWAA members knew him personally.  

He taught an enormous number of students; mentored hundreds 

of graduate degree-earners, researchers, and junior faculty; 

wrote an enormous number of books and articles; and appeared 

at countless professional conferences throughout his 47 years at 

UCLA.   The UCLA Anthropology Department has posted a 

detailed obituary on their website, which lists many of his most 

stellar accomplishments and a good many of his most well-

known anthropology books. (http://www.anthro.ucla.edu/news/

robert-b-edgerton-has-passed-away)   
 

     Bob (as we all knew him) was one of anthropology’s most accessible writers, and his work 

continues to have influence well beyond our discipline.  I urge anyone who has not read at 

least a few of his works to do so now, choosing from the great breadth of topics he addressed, 

from cultural ecology to psychological anthropology, from medical anthropology to cross-

cultural psychiatry, from deviance to disability, from individual personality formation to the 

neurological underpinnings of what it means to be human, and from the imperative of human 

adaptation to the puzzle and challenge of inhumane, maladaptive behavior.  Go ahead, please 

do look up his work online!   
 

     Because Bob was a deeply compassionate person, the suffering of others pained him, but it 

also motivated him in both his research and in his interactional style.  Appalled at human cru-

elty, he strove to understand and explain its persistence rather than sweeping it under the pro-

verbial rug.  He intended that his work (on disability, for example) be utilized to influence 

public policy to make peoples’ lives better.  
 

     Bob had very high standards, as reflected by the many honors bestowed upon him. In truth, 

he was a bit of a workaholic, though he was so self-effacing that he made his work seem more 

effortless than it was.  He once said to my cohort of graduate students that if we were not pre-

pared to work 60 hours a week, then we were in the wrong profession.  In hindsight, I realize 

that this was an understatement, but I also shared his view that this is a profession we embrace 

whole-heartedly because it truly moves us.  When his friends and colleagues at UCLA shared 

their memories of Bob in his final years, it became apparent that, in his heart, he never really 

retired.  We remember Robert B. Edgerton as a gentle mentor, most often leading by example 

and encouragement.  His door, like his mind, was always open.  He had an incredibly strong 

work ethic, but he also loved to talk, raise a glass, and dine with friends.  He had a hearty 

laugh, a love of cats, and a way with roses.  
 

     May we all keep the legacy of such anthropological ancestors alive for generations to come. 
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Join your fellow anthropology instructors 

for fun, food and conversation! 

 
  

California Community College 

Anthropology Teachers Conference 

2017 Annual Meeting 

  

January 13 and 14, 2017 

(Friday night and Saturday; Martin Luther King, Jr. Weekend) 

  

The La Quinta Inn, Paso Robles, CA 

The nature of the Conference How can I participate? 

  
  

You can make new acquaintances in 
an informal setting that encour-
ages interaction. Or renew your 
connections across our State. 

  

Our aim is to have genuine and in-
formed conversations about the 
teaching of anthropology to our 
students. 

  

You will find out what is happening in 

the teaching of anthropology at com-

munity colleges around the state. 

  

Your questions will be answered! Our 

meetings are structured, but flexibil-

ity is built into the program. If you 

come with a question or concern, 

there will be time for the group to 

discuss it. 

  

  

  

Questions? 

   Contact: Noble Eisenlauer 

               eisenljs@piercecollege.edu 

  

  
Do you have a favorite lesson plan, a great teaching 

strategy, insights about a new course, or new ideas 
about teaching in a financially- challenged college 
setting? Have you collaborated across campus, 
across town, or across the State? Are you willing to 
share this with us in a 20 minute presentation on 
Saturday? 

  
  

Do you have suggestions for group discussion  
We’d  to hear what   to about. 
Please see the registration form to indicate your 
preferences. 

  
  

Or simply elect to attend the conference for one or 
both days and enjoy the opportunity to meet 
with people who do what you do! 

  
  

  If yes, contact: Theresa Murray 

              tmurray@laspositascollege.edu 

  
  

If you are … 

Teaching anthropology in a California community college 

A full-time or part-time teacher 

A new faculty person just beginning your career 

An experienced faculty member 

A retired faculty member 

An anthropology faculty member at a four- year school 
  

  

  

You are welcome and encouraged 

to attend! 

mailto:eisenljs@piercecollege.edu
mailto:tmurray@laspositascollege.edu
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              What you will come away with! 
 

 New friends and contacts 

 More effective networking skills and options 

 Enhanced awareness of what is happening in community college and university anthropology departments 

 Better understanding of how to address classroom and administration issues 

 Renewed enthusiasm for anthropology, which you will be able to pass on to your students 
  

Book Swap:  please bring your unwanted books to swap or give away 

Bone Clones:  there will be a table of Bone Clones “seconds” again this year 

Meeting Schedule 
(a detailed agenda will be provided at the meeting) 

  

Friday, January  
  
  
  

  
  

  
Saturday, January  

  
  

Reception begins at 4:00pm 

Dinner at  6:00pm 

Keynote Presentation  7:00 pm – 9:00pm 
  
 
Breakfast on your own / breakfast is provided for guests 

staying at La Quinta. 

Presentations/Discussion 9:00 am – 12:30 pm 

Lunch / Breakout topics 12:30 pm – 1:30 pm 

Presentations/Discussion 1:30 pm – 5 :00 pm 

 

No-host dinner at a local restaurant 

 

 
Steps to  

 

1.   to hy not?  a 3-day weekend. You still have Sunday and Monday of 
the long weekend to get ready for the spring semester/winter quarter. 

  

2.   Register for the conference prior to December 1, 2016. 
a.  Cost of $50 includes the conference, the Friday reception and dinner, the Saturday 

lunch, and includes drinks and  the conference 

b.  $25 for Friday only;  or $30 for Saturday only 

  

Return the registration form to: Dr. J.S. Noble Eisenlauer, 968 Meadowlark Drive, Fillmore, CA     
93015-1135.  For questions, email   eisenljs@piercecollege.edu with CCCATA in the subject box 

  3.  Ask for the CCCATA conference rate from La Quinta Inn, Paso Robles (805-239-3004). 
Their discounted rated next year is $145/night (one king or two queens) which includes break-
fast for your roommates too (and they take pets!). Only 5o rooms are set aside at that rate. 

Significant others accompanying you will find plenty of activities in this area. Go to Visit Paso 
Robles website for more information   

4.  Did you decide you would like to present on Saturday? If yes, contact Theresa Murray at 
tmurray@laspositascollege.edu for your 20 minute time slot. Theresa will contact you to 
learn what technology you will need. 

5.  Arrive on Friday, January 13th in time to meet and greet both new and old acquaintances 
at the 4:00pm reception. 

  

Enjoy this opportunity to interact with Colleagues 

mailto:eisenljs@piercecollege.edu
http://www.pasorobleschamber.com/visit
mailto:tmurray@laspositascollege.edu


 

   

 

 

The Murals of Downtown San Jose: A Photographic Essay 
By Laura Fusaro and A.J. Faas 

 

     Since moving to San Jose just over two years ago, we have found ourselves consistently impressed by the wonderful 

variety of public artworks that adorn the public spaces of this city. As downtown dwellers and avid cyclists, we have 

found great joy in creating our own sort of scavenger hunt for new and hidden artworks throughout the city. In this first 

installment of photos from our collection, we share some of the more prominent mural works downtown. In a later in-

stallment, we will include some of the harder-to-find works of art. We hope that SWAA 2017 conference-goers will find 

some inspiration in these images and head out on hunts of their own for the many terrific sights, tastes, and sounds of 

San Jose. 
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Photo Essay 

“Welcome to San Jose” by J. Corbeaux is just down the street from the Diridon Light Rail, Caltrain, and 

Amtrak Station and across from the San Fernando Light Rail stop (Photo credit: Laura Fusaro). 



 

   

 

 

One of the latest murals 

painted in the downtown 

area is “Life Abundant 

in the Face of Imminent 

Death” by artist Jim 

Miner, which can be 

found on the side of the 

De Anza Hotel on West 

Santa Clara Street, near 

the corner of Notre 

Dame Ave. (Photo cred-

it: Laura Fusaro). 

One of the most recent additions to the array of downtown artworks is Jeff Hemming’s “Phylum of the Free,” a stunning 140

-foot-long mural recently added to the side of Lido Nightclub in Fountain Alley, between First and Second Streets (Photo 

credit: Laura Fusaro).  While you’re in the neighborhood, check out some of the great food and drinks along First Street! 
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Heading down to the 

SoFA District (South 

First Area), you can 

find three adjacent mu-

rals by artists Poesia, 

Michael Borja, and 

Denis Korkh alongside 

The Studio Climbing 

Gym at 396 South First 

St. (Photo Credit: 

Laura Fusaro). 

You can find 

“Homage” by Chris 

Duncan and Paul Urich 

on the corner of East 

Santa Clara and Fourth 

Street (Photo credit: 

Laura Fusaro). 
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Check out the multi-faceted murals alongside and behind the Anno Domini Gallery and the adjacent Café Stritch jazz 

club on South First Street, near West San Carlos Street, then head inside to check out the artwork and live jazz next door

(Photo credit: Laura Fusaro). ♦ 
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Museums and Exhibits 
By Hilarie Kelly, University of La Verne 

A Tale of Two Cities: Museums and Tourism  at the Catalina Island Museum 

in Avalon and the Chihuly Garden and Glass in Seattle 
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     Museums and tourism are interconnected in important ways.  Some museums themselves are major destinations 

(e.g. the Louvre in Paris), while others are designed to capture the attention of tourists who are drawn to a city by dif-

ferent attractions. The Chihuly Garden and Glass exhibit is a feast for the eyes, filled with astounding examples of the 

famous glassworker’s art and located at the base of Seattle’s scenic Space Needle.  The Catalina Island Museum is 

much more information-driven, giving the tourist a glimpse of the Island’s colorful history through entertaining stories 

represented along its spacious, meandering halls.  

 

Catalina Island Museum 

     The small town of Avalon on Catalina Island has 

long been a tourist destination. Formerly the play-

ground of the Hollywood elite who arrived by sea 

plane and private yachts, it is now visited by two 

cruise ships a week, in addition to the many other 

boats that make the crossing daily from San Pedro, 

Long Beach, and Dana Point.  From 1887 on, tour-

ism has been the lifeblood of the town’s economy, 

and that has shaped the evolution of the museum.  

The Catalina Island Museum has been around for 

over 60 years, first housed in a cramped space within 

the famous and iconic “casino” on the harbor, but 

just this year moved into a separate and, by Avalon 

standards, rather grand new building up the street 

where Marilyn Monroe once lived as a teen bride.   

The new space is airy, lovely, and full of promise. 
 

     Here is some of what you will learn in the Catalina Island Museum, and in widely available books and online 

sources, about the complex history of this beautiful island just twenty-six miles form the mainland.  The information is 

not new, but the museum’s mission is to pull it together engagingly in one place.  Before Avalon became a town (the 

only town on the island to speak of because Two Harbors at the isthmus is barely more than a village) and before the 

coming of Europeans to this part of the world, Catalina Island was inhabited by indigenous people, the Tongva, who 

called the island Pimu.  The mainland Tongva used plank canoes called ti’at* to reach the island, establishing hundreds 

of known settlement sites starting from at least 7,000 BCE.  Maritime  resources in the channel were plentiful,  and  

island soapstone (steatite) was in demand even on the mainland  because it could be made into durable pots and bowls 

and other items.  http://ecatalina.com/news/article/Catalinas-First-Islanders-were-Ingenious-in-their-Use-of-Natural-

Materials  
 

     Spain claimed the island in 1542, and by the 18th century, the diseases Europeans brought  to the New World had 

decimated the indigenous population.  By the early 19th century (1820-1830), there were no Tongva left on the island, 

the survivors of disease and other depredations having moved to the mainland (both voluntarily and involuntarily.)  

Catalina had become a popular stopping point for seal and otter hunters from as far away as Russia, and a smuggler’s 

haven for those seeking to avoid the taxation system established on California’s mainland.  Catalina came under the 

Mexican land grant system in the 1840s and passed through several hands until 1864, when James Lick, then the 

wealthiest man in California, assumed ownership for the next 25 years. Throughout the 19th century, American ranchers 

moved in, along with a few gold prospectors.  During the Civil War, the Union Army established a small, temporary 

garrison at the Isthmus. 
 

     The first truly significant tourist development happened in 1887, when George Shatto purchased the island from 

Lick and began to build what is now Avalon as a resort during one of Southern California’s post-Gold Rush real estate 

booms.  The island reverted to the Lick estate when Shatto went broke, and was bought again in 1891 by the Banning 

family, famous developers in the greater Los Angeles region.  The Bannings founded the Santa Catalina Island Compa-

ny, and supported tourist development with their considerable shipping and transport interests on the mainland.  Build- 

     

Avalon Harbor and Casino viewed from the northeast above Descanso Beach.   

http://ecatalina.com/news/article/Catalinas-First-Islanders-were-Ingenious-in-their-Use-of-Natural-Materials
http://ecatalina.com/news/article/Catalinas-First-Islanders-were-Ingenious-in-their-Use-of-Natural-Materials


 

   

ing continued in Avalon and at the Isthmus, but a massive 

fire in 1915 and the advent of World War I led the Ban-

nings to sell the island in 1919.  The principal buyer was 

William Wrigley Jr., the chewing gum magnate, who took 

over the Island Company.  Tourism boomed and Catalina 

entered a golden age. The Chicago Cubs trained on the is-

land from 1929-1951, with a short break during World War 

II, when the O.S.S. took over the island for training and 

staging.    
 

     Hollywood’s best-known stars and an assortment of dig-

nitaries, like Winston Churchill, visited the island.  Several 

movies were shot on the island, one bringing in a small bi-

son herd that still inhabits the interior, inspiring tours that 

still fascinate tourists. Early on, Catalina seemed mainly the 

preserve of the relatively wealthy and famous who could 

afford to get there, though Wrigley’s vision was actually 

more expansive.  Mass tourism was gradually made possi-

ble with a fleet of steamships, the most famous of which 

was the SS Catalina (the “Great White Steamship”).  In 

1981, smaller and swifter boats operated by the Catalina 

Express and Catalina Flyer began even more frequent trips.  

The crossing now takes about an hour, and is free on one’s 

birthday.  Carnival and Princess cruise ships currently ar-

rive twice a week, disgorging thousands of visitors at a 

time.  This development has led to some major and on-

going renovations in the tourist infrastructure in Avalon and 

elsewhere.  The new museum is poised to tap this growth in 

tourism. 
 

     The Wrigley family is still an important presence on the 

island.   They are quite involved in the new museum, the 

main part of which is called the Ada Blanche Wrigley 

Schreiner Building.  The Catalina Island Company still 

controls most of the private land on the island that is sub-

ject to residential and urban development.           

http://www.visitcatalinaisland.com/island-company    

 

 

 

From top: Display of Catalina Island tourism brochures;  Catalina 

Clay tile depiction of island bison herd.; New Catalina Island 

Museum entry to main building; Avalon Harbor as seen from the 

old Wrigley Mansion, now the Mt. Ada Guestroom Mansion.  
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The other major stakeholder is the Catalina Island Conservancy, which was deeded 88% of Catalina’s undeveloped land 

in 1972 by Wrigley descendants who are still participants on the board.   Ironically, 1972 was the same year that the 

Brown Berets staged a symbolic “takeover” of Catalina, citing the 1848 Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (http://

articles.latimes.com/1997-06-29/opinion/op-8024_1_la-raza-unida-party). The conservancy aims to prevent overdevel-

opment in the island’s interior.  
  

     The new Catalina Island Museum, with its spacious new quar-

ters, now has the opportunity to reflect on and reveal this amaz-

ing history in ever deeper and more meaningful ways in the com-

ing years.  This first iteration is, overall, engaging, if heavily fo-

cused on Avalon’s celebrity culture of the past.  Perhaps it is use-

ful to be reminded of how Errol Flynn was acquitted of statutory 

rape charges while chatting up yet another star-struck minor; that 

the brilliant actor Charlie Chaplin was exiled from the U.S. for 

being an alleged communist; that teen bride Marilyn Monroe 

ended up a suicide victim many sad years later; and that Clark 

Gable was a homophobe and had a mutual hate relationship with 

his Mutiny on the Bounty co-star, Charles Laughton.  Displayed 

on the museum’s walls one can see that classic photo of Ronald 

Reagan as a sportscaster for the Chicago Cubs, and an explana-

tion of the “curse of the billy goat” preventing the Cubs from 

winning the World Series.  And much, much more.  No  one 

should miss the detailed signage and archival photos of 

Wrigley’s many interesting projects, like the Avalon Bird Park, whose hundreds of avian inhabitants later ended up in 

the LA Zoo. A visitor can even see original Art Deco Casino painting designs, and many Catalina Island Pottery motifs 

that became emblematic of the island.  In fact, it may take more than one visit to fully appreciate everything that is dis-

played.  

12 

Marilyn Monroe display within the spacious halls  

of the new museum 

Left to right: Art Deco tile mural of mermaid at entrance of Avalon Casino by John Gabriel Beckman; A classic Catalina Clay tile, bird motif;   

Catalina Clay Art Deco products.  

 

     As an anthropologist, I was especially interested in that space in the new museum devoted to the history of Tongva 

Native Californians on the island.  The opening page of the museum website says, “The museum is the repository for all 

archaeological digs on the island and has one of the largest collections of Tongva and Gabrielino artifacts in the world”1  

(http://www.catalinamuseum.org/).What was actually on display when I visited in August was a smaller version of an 

exhibit that had appeared in 2013 at the old museum site in the Casino.  That exhibit was titled “The Strange and Myste-

rious Case of Dr. Glidden” and a description of the theme can be seen here:   http://la.curbed.com/2013/5/13/10244102/

all-about-catalinas-awful-1924-museum-made-of-bones. That  exhibit  recalled  a  much  earlier  time when Avalon had 

http://articles.latimes.com/1997-06-29/opinion/op-8024_1_la-raza-unida-party
http://articles.latimes.com/1997-06-29/opinion/op-8024_1_la-raza-unida-party
http://www.catalinamuseum.org/
http://la.curbed.com/2013/5/13/%2010244102/all-about-catalinas-awful-1924-museum-made-of-bones.
http://la.curbed.com/2013/5/13/10244102/all-about-catalinas-awful-1924-museum-made-of-bones
http://la.curbed.com/2013/5/13/10244102/all-about-catalinas-awful-1924-museum-made-of-bones


 

   

a tiny, private “museum” that, from our contempo-

rary viewpoint, was more of a “cabinet of curiosi-

ties” than a place of serious, scholarly study.  At 

that time, “pot hunting” and even “grave robbing” 

were still common and, in some quarters, even re-

garded as a kind of gentleman’s hobby.   
 

     Ralph Glidden (1881-1968) was a “self-trained” 

archaeologist who had - for a brief time - won finan-

cial support for his excavations on Catalina Island 

and other Channel Islands from the reputable Heye 

Foundation, which ran the Museum of the American 

Indian in Manhattan (later a core element in the 

Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American 

Indian.)   When that support ended, Glidden sought 

fame and fortune by creating his own museum of 

eye-catchingly displayed human remains and arti-

facts, and by making increasingly outlandish claims 

about what he had learned through his hundreds of 

excavations. (Once, he claimed to have unearthed 

evidence of a race of tall, blue-eyed, blonde 

“Indians,” actual evidence of which he was never 

able to produce.)  The media obligingly ran stories 

about all this, with plenty of photos that played to 

popular stereotypes of the time. Experienced UCLA 

archaeologist Clement Meighan commented: 
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This was not an enjoyable experience for an 

archaeologist—on the one hand there were 

many beautiful and unusual artifacts from 

Catalina and other islands to attract interest. 

But unfortunately the documentation was vir-

tually nil, nothing was catalogued, grave lots 

and human bones had been irretrievably 

mixed together, and the collection was a clas-

sic example of acquiring objects while de-

stroying all the contextual data. To top it all, 

Glidden had been much taken with pictures of 

monkish catacombs in Europe, and he had 

imitated them by nailing human bones to the 

walls and rafters in various fanciful patterns, 

using sets of femurs, pelves, and other bones 

mixed together from many Indian graves. He 

also had a small glass case which contained 

thousands of human teeth extracted from all 

the skulls and combined into one ‘display.’ 

The general effect was calculated to cause a 

big response from the tourists; its effect on the 

archaeologist was almost enough to cause an 

immediate coronary…” [Meighan 1980:1-4] 2  

From top: Visitors viewing the exhibit on Native Californians of Cata-

lina;  Ralph Glidden at field site with Native American skulls, 1925; 
Ralph Glidden in his bone museum, showing items to appreciative 

tourists.   



 

   

     The Catalina Island Museum ultimately acquired Glidden’s collection, and exhibited it in 2013 (with archival photo-

graphs but without skeletal material) as a cautionary tale of how substandard “archaeology” can go awry, with media and 

popular cultural complicity.  The current exhibit in the new museum borrows many of the material items, signage and 

photographs from that earlier exhibit on Glidden.  Explanations for most of the artifacts were minimal, with a few excep-

tions. I found it impossible to discern what items  (if any) on display might be from the work of other archaeologists who 

had worked on the island over the past 100 years.  No archaeologists other than Glidden are mentioned.  
 

     I spoke with Wendy Teeter, Curator of Archaeology at the Fowler Museum at UCLA, who is a co-director of the Pi-

mu Catalina Island Archaeology Project, and runs the Pimu Island Archaeological Field School.  She had not been in-

volved with the exhibit in the new museum, nor to her knowledge, had others who have recently investigated the Tongva 

historical presence on the island. She expressed the hope that the emphasis of the Tongva exhibit in the new museum 

would shift away from Glidden to the Tongva themselves. She remarked sadly that archaeologists who have worked on 

the island have not always published their work widely enough, nor always contributed material items to the island mu-

seum.  Cindi Alvitre, who is Tongva and teaches American Indian Studies at California State University, Long Beach, is 

a repatriation specialist in this area. (See https://ww2.kqed.org/news/2015/05/17/between-homelands-canoe-connects-a-

tongva-woman-to-her-tribe/.)  When contacted, she said that she would wait to comment until she had seen the new mu-

seum.  Our SWAA conference in San Diego this year welcomed anthropologists Teri Brewster and Desiree Renee Mar-

tinez (who is Tongva and a trained archaeologist).  They presented their film “A Donation to the Museum” about Tongva 

skeletal and grave items that originated in Catalina and San Nicholas Islands and ended up in a museum in Bristol, Eng-

land, raising important issues about the difference between past and present sensibilities on this issue. (The film can be 

purchased here: https://www.therai.org.uk/film/film-sales/a-donation-to-the-museum.)  They have not seen the new mu-

seum either, but Dr. Brewer, like Dr. Teeter, expressed the sincere hope that the museum would welcome the involve-

ment of professional anthropologists and archaeologists so that scholarly work will more fully inform future displays at 

the new Catalina Island Museum.  I spoke with the new Executive Director, Julie Perlin Lee (who was brought over from 

the Bowers Museum in Orange County) and to the Director of Marketing and Pubic Relations, Gail Fornasiere, both of 

whom expressed interest in this idea.   
 

 

 

 

Clockwise from top left:  Fishhooks; Ornaments, effigies, and flutes; “Carved Ceremonial Plaque”;  Steatite bowl with roasted acorns; Bead orna-

ments;  Steatite “burial urn” about which Glidden made several unsubstantiated claims. 
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     I look forward, then, to the future when the museum more ful-

ly develops exhibits revealing more about Catalina’s complex 

social history.  There are many families who have lived on the 

island for generations, developing a unique island culture.   Some 

of Catalina’s youth have left the island to pursue more extensive 

educational and job opportunities elsewhere. Catalina has long 

imported Mexican and Mexican American labor, these days espe-

cially for service jobs in the tourism sector.  It will be exciting 

when the museum finds a meaningful way of telling this story.  A 

book for sale in the gift store hints at how this could be done.  It 

is titled Dream Makers and Dream Catchers: The Story of Mexi-

can Heritage on Catalina Island and was written by Marcelino 

Saucedo, a former counselor at Cerritos College and former mu-

seum board member.  
 

     Although most of the Catalina Island Museum reflects what 

has happened on the island, gallery space is also dedicated to ro-

tating exhibits that are expected to have broader appeal.  The mu-

seum opened with a headliner exhibition “Bettie Page Uncov-

ered: The Unknown Photographs of Bunny Yeager.”  Bettie Page 

was a famous 1950s pin-up model whose style set the stage for 

the sexual revolution, from the 60s on through Beyonce today.   

Bunny Yeager was an accomplished photographer who was thought by some to have shown greater sensitivity than most 

others in photographing models like Page.  For more on this exhibit, see http://www.catalinamuseum.org/exhibitions.  

 

Chihuly Garden and Glass, Seattle 

     The Chihuly Garden and Glass exhibition in Seattle is a museum, even though that is not in their official title.  This 

raises interesting questions about what, exactly, constitutes a museum.  This one is devoted almost entirely to the work 

of one artist: Dale Chihuly, a Washington State-based glass artist who “cofounded Pilchuck Glass School in Washington 

State.  With  this  international  glass  center,  Chihuly has led the avant-garde in the development of glass as a fine art” 

(https://www.chihulygardenandglass.com/about/dale-chihuly). Chihuly has exhibited his works all over the world and is 

an established crowd-pleaser.  His interest is not just in displaying his pieces, but in exploring their inspiration and their 

connection to communities he works in, as well as the theatric semiotics of exhibiting.  He once said, “I’m as interested 

in the way my art works in a public space as in the art itself.” 
 

     Many anthropologists are interested in the question of what museums represent.  Is this really a museum?  It was es-

tablished through a public/private partnership, like many 

others.  It is housed in a permanent building and one pays 

admission to enter, and can become a member. (By way of 

contrast, there are many free-standing sculptures in the 

surrounding Seattle Center and nearby Olympic Sculpture 

Park.) It has managed spaces within which art and other 

items of cultural significance are displayed.  There are 

other museums devoted mainly to the work of single art-

ists, e.g., the Van Gogh Museum in Amsterdam and the 

Dali Museum in St. Petersburg, Florida, so exhibiting the 

work of one artist should not be an impediment to using 

that term.   Actually, there is one element of this exhibi-

tion that is not entirely Chihuly’s.  In the Northwest Room 

gallery we see part of his large collection of Navajo and 

Pendleton blankets, Native American baskets, and a wall 

of “framed photogravures of Indian women from Edward 

S. Curtis’s  folio, The North American Indian.”  These 

items are displayed alongside Chihuly’s own glasswork, 

which was inspired by them.  

 

“Panel from timeline of the “Sexual Revolution” from the Bettie 

Page photo exhibit.  

 

Northwest Room showing exhibit of  blankets 
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This page: Northwest Room exhibits of baskets and glass 

     Other sections of Chihuly Garden and Glass might be especially 

interesting to anthropologists as well.  Watching how visitors re-

spond to the color and light, to the use of different types of spaces – 

both indoors and out – is a fascinating exercise.  Chihuly has said, “I 

want people to be overwhelmed with light and color in a way they 

have never experienced” (Chihuly Garden and Glass Guide Book). 

Chihuly explores our notions of inside and outside in this museum 

by having the “inside” installations clothed in darkness, while the 

transitional Glasshouse is flooded with “outside” light while still 

“inside” – which is helpful to visitors given the raininess of Seattle.  

The light in the exterior gardens changes with the seasons, weather, 

and time of day, and the glass sculptures are integrated with the 

landscaping, another art form.   
 

     If one gets hungry at the Chihuly, there is the Collections Café, in 

which are displayed twenty-eight collections of items that intrigued 

Chihuly, who has been a collector (hoarder?) since the age of four 

and says, “I love to find the beauty in everyday objects” (Collections 

Café booklet).  Here is the list of what you can see: ceramic dogs, 

bottle openers, Mexican silver ashtrays, pocket knives, inkwells, 

alarm clocks, cast-iron bouquet doorstops, plastic radios, string hold-

ers, cast iron dogs, fish decoys, tin toys, African necklaces, carnival 

chalkware, miniature house trailers, dollhouse furniture, fishing 

plugs, toy soldiers, cast-iron dog bookends, shaving brushes, transis-

tor radios, silvered bottles, accordions, glass juicers, vintage Christ-

mas ornaments, fly fishing poles and reels, 1950s cameras, and small 

toy cars.  Chihuly’s devotion to these appealing, everyday objects 

and his populist appeal as a glass artist reminds me of something 

William Wrigley Jr. said that is displayed prominently in the Catali-

na Island Museum: “Catalina is the playground for all, rich or poor, 

youth or aged.  All classes mix with democratic spirit.”  As public 

funding  for  museums  shrinks,  museum  populism  seems a logical  

choice to bring in paying visitors.  On the day I visited the Chihuly, there were vast crowds outside enjoying the warm 

summer and the free “Taste of Seattle” food festival but relatively few inside, perhaps because of the admission price of 

$22 for adults.  The Catalina Island Museum is priced much more modestly at $7.50 for adults, $5 for seniors, and chil-

dren under 15 free. 
 

     The eye-catching work of Chihuly is coming to the Catalina Island Museum in 2017.  It will not replace the story-

telling of Catalina’s past, but it will add an element of off-island interest and stature to an institution that appears eager to 

be seen as more than just a repository of local history.   Already, the  upcoming  Chihuly exhibit appears on the museum  
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website, museum membership brochures, and is evident in some small glass pieces on display in the gift store. The work 

of a popular glass art celebrity will then replace the photo exhibit of popular pin-up celebrity Betty Page.  Anthropolo-

gists of popular culture, take note! ♦ 

 
 

NOTES 
 

1. In the museum itself,  a display says this: “Nearly all of our understanding of Native American life on the island comes from the 

archaeological record.  The Catalina Island Museum is the repository for all archaeological investigations that have taken place 

on Catalina Island, and its collection contains over 100,000 artifacts…”  However, some Tongva materials (including many un-

earthed by Glidden) are known to have left the island over the past century, and are currently housed elsewhere.   
 

2. Meighan, Clemente W. Catalina Archaeology: An Introduction in Pacific Coast Archaeological Society Quarterly 16(1 & 2):  

       1-4, January & April, 1980.  See also http://islapedia.com/index.php?title=GLIDDEN,_Ralph_Arthur  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Clockwise, from top left:  Display in the Sealife Room; Display in the Mille 

Fiore Room;   Chihuly Garden and Glass guidebook; Chandelier; Details from 

the Persian Ceiling. 
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From top: Visitors viewing the Persian Ceiling;  Interior view of the Glasshouse. 
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Views in the Garden 
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All photos in this article 

by Hilarie Kelly 

Clockwise, from top: Collections Café;  Café with accordions 

suspended overhead; Display of ceramic dog collection set 

into café table. 
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BOOK CORNER 
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Anthropology Unbound: A Field Guide 

to the 21st Century  
 

By: E. Paul Durrenberger and Suzan Erem 

(2015) ISBN: 9780190269029 (paper) 

Oxford University Press 

 

Anthropology Unbound: A Field Guide to the 

21st Century, Third Edition, demonstrates how 

viewing the world through an anthropological 

lens enhances our understanding of current top-

ics like globalization, the new economy, jobs 

and careers, world trade, the condition of inner 

cities, and racial and ethnic relations. It makes 

anthropology accessible and even fun, with ex-

amples from "driving the porcelain bus" as an 

illustration of negative utility to reading the tags 

on a classmate's shirt as a way to discuss why it 

was made in another country. 

 

https://global.oup.com/academic/product/

Illegality, Inc.: Clandestine Migration and the  

Business of Bordering Europe 
 

By: Ruben Andersson 

(2014) ISBN: 9780520282520 (paper) 

University of California Press, Berkeley 

 

In this groundbreaking ethnography, Ruben Andersson, a gifted 

anthropologist and journalist, travels along the clandestine mi-

gration trail from Senegal and Mali to the Spanish North African 

enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla. Through the voices of his in-

formants, Andersson explores, viscerally and emphatically, how 

Europe’s increasingly powerful border regime meets and inter-

acts with its target–the clandestine migrant. This vivid, rich 

work examines the subterranean migration flow from Africa to 

Europe, and shifts the focus from the “illegal immigrants” them-

selves to the vast industry built around their movements. This 

fascinating and accessible book is a must-read for anyone inter-

ested in the politics of international migration and the changing 

texture of global culture. 

 

http://www.ucpress.edu/book.php?isbn=9780520282520 
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Orderly Anarchy: Sociopolitical Evolution  

in Aboriginal California 
 

By: Robert L. Bettinger 

(2015) ISBN: 9780520283336 (hard back) 

University of California Press, Berkeley  
 

Orderly Anarchy delivers a provocative and innovative reexamination 

of sociopolitical evolution among Native American groups in Califor-

nia, a region known for its wealth of prehistoric languages, popula-

tions, and cultural adaptations. Scholars have tended to emphasize the 

development of social complexity and inequality to explain this diver-

sity. Robert L. Bettinger argues instead that "orderly anarchy," the 

emergence of small, autonomous groups, provided a crucial strategy in 

social organization. Drawing on ethnographic and archaeological data 

and evolutionary, economic, and anthropological theory, he shows that 

these small groups devised diverse solutions to environmental, techno-

logical, and social obstacles to the intensified use of resources. This 

book revises our understanding of how California became the most 

densely populated landscape in aboriginal North America. 
 

http://www.ucpress.edu/book.php?isbn=9780520283336 
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The Aftermath of the 2011 East Japan Earthquake  

and Tsunami: Living among the Rubble 
 

By Shoichiro Takezawa 

(2016)ISBN: 9781498542517 (hard back) 

Rowman & Littlefield 
 

An insightful study in disaster anthropology, this book takes as its focus 

the fishing town of Otsuchi in Japan’s Iwate Prefecture, one of the worst 

damaged areas in the mammoth 2011 tsunami. Here, 1281 of the pre-

tsunami population of 15000 were killed and 60% of houses destroyed. To 

make matters worse, the town’s administrative organs were completely 

obliterated, and fire ravaged the downtown area for three days, blocking 

external rescue attempts.  Complete with vivid and detailed witness testi-

mony collected by the author, the book traces the course of eighteen 

months from the day of the disaster, through the subsequent months of 

community life in the evacuation centers, onto the struggles between the 

citizens and local governments in formulating reconstruction plans. It par-

ticularly addresses community interactions within the post-disaster context, 

assessing the locals’ varying degrees of success in organizing emergency 

committees to deal with such tasks as clearing rubble, hunting down food 

and obtaining fuel, and inquiring into the sociological reasons for these 

differences. It also casts new light on administrative failings that signifi-

cantly augmented the loss of human lives in the disaster, and are threaten-

ing to bring further damage through insistence on reconstruction centered 

on enormous sea walls, against local citizens’ wishes. 
 

https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781498542517/The-Aftermath-of-the-2011-

East-Japan-Earthquake-and-Tsunami-Living-among-the-Rubble# 

http://www.ucpress.edu/book.php?isbn=9780520283336
https://rowman.com/ISBN/9781498542517/The-Aftermath-of-the-2011-East-Japan-Earthquake-and-Tsunami-Living-among-the-Rubble
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